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4 day Exploring Etosha - Camping Self Drive 2018 
Etosha National Park - Etosha National Park - Etosha National Park 

4 Days / 3 Nights 

2-4 Persons 

Reference: 4day ExECamp SD2018 

Date of Issue: 04 October 2017 

 

 

 

Click here to view your Digital Itinerary 
  

http://wetu.com/Itinerary/Landing/A36EC2FE-BC1A-9EA3-DDE8-517A305E5311
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Overview 
This short self-drive offers camping inside Namibia’s premier game reserve – Etosha National Park – during dry winter 

months the floodlit waterholes are normally very active.  This trip is also offered as a standard and luxury 

accommodated option, or located in private reserves bordering Etosha 

 

 

 

Price 
2018 Rates  manual vehicles 

Price per person to Chameleon with Bidvest Car Rental  

Based on 2 people sharing with a 4x4 Single Cab with camping equipment & 1 roof tent 

Low Season (01/11/17 - 15/06/18) N$4,845 

High Season (16/06/18 - 31/10/18) N$5,990 

Discounted rates apply from 1 November 2017-28 February 2018 – please enquire 

 

Based on 4 people sharing with a 4x4 Double Cab with camping equipment & 2 roof tents 

Low Season (01/11/17 - 15/06/18) N$3,200 

High Season (16/06/18 - 31/10/18) N$3,910 

Discounted rates apply from 1 November 2017-28 February 2018 – please enquire 

OR 

Price per person to Chameleon with Namibia Car Rental  

Based on 2 people sharing with a 4x4 Single Cab with camping equipment & 1 roof tent 

Low Season (01/11/17 - 30/06/18) N$4,675 

High Season (01/07/18 - 31/10/18) N$5,195 

 

Based on 2 people sharing with a 4x4 Double Cab with camping equipment & 1 roof tent 

Low Season (01/11/17 - 30/06/18) N$5,145 

High Season (01/07/18 - 31/10/18) N$5,765 

 

Based on 4 people sharing with a 4x4 Double Cab with camping equipment & 2 roof tents 

Low Season (01/11/17 - 30/06/18) N$3,330 

High Season (01/07/18 - 31/10/18) N$3,640 

 

(Price valid until 31 October 2018) 

Please note that the N$ is fixed to the South African Rand on a 1/1 basis 

Included 
Camping as set out in itinerary; car rental as indicated; meals as stated in itinerary; vat; tourism levy; welcome pack; 

emed evacuation insurance 

Accommodation Destination Nights  

Okaukuejo Campsite Etosha National Park 1  

Halali Campsite Etosha National Park 1  

Namutoni Campsite Etosha National Park 1  
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Bidvest Car Rental - zero excess:  

Includes: Unlimited kms, Super CDW, Super theft loss waiver; Stamp duty, third party liability; VAT; airport surcharge; 

map, inbound guide; full camping equipment for 2/4 people with 1 (for 2 people) roof tent or 2 (for 4 people) roof 

tents; 1 spare wheel 

Namibia Car Rental – zero excess 

Includes: 15% VAT, unlimited kilometres; collision damage waiver; standard tools; second driver; 2 x spare wheels; 

airport transfers; map; tourism levy;  stamp duty; tyre and windshield cover; full camping equipment for 2/4 people 

with 1 (for 2 people) roof tent or 2 (for 4 people) roof tents; 

Excluded 
Excluded: International and other flights; visas; fuel; additional meals and optional activities; personal insurance; 

tips/gratuities; items of a personal nature; curios; entry fees to parks and places of interest; additionals for car hire as 

indicated below, etc 

Park entry fees:  N$80/person/day and N$10/vehicle day – subject to change – please note that visitors must be in rest 

camps or outside the park - gates open/close at sunrise/sunset 

 

Bidvest Car Rental:  

Excludes: Rental deposit N$2980; contract fee N$84; fuel; additional driver per rental N$368; young driver surcharge 

N$368 per day (18-20 yrs); fine handling fee N$315; claim handling fee N$893; Assessors fee in event damage is greater 

than N$5000 N$945/incident; baby seat/booster seat N$393/rental; GPS unit N$90/day (deposit N$1000); jerry can 

N$362/rental (plus refundable deposit of N$110); second spare wheel N$221day and deposit of N$1100; 

delivery/collection fee during office hours – Within 25km N$441; Further than 25km N$441 + N$16/km. After hours – 

Within 25km N$882; Further than 25km N$882 + N$16/km; tyre/windscreen waiver N$85/day combined; 

water/sand/and undercarriage damage renters account; hail damage N$61/day; towing charges if not mechanical 

renters account; no show fees – 2 days rental charge; fuel; lost keys surcharge N$690 + replacement of keys; valet 

service (only if car excessively dirty) - renter account; damage to equipment - renter account; towing - mechanical 

(Bidvest); towing - accident - renter account 

Note:  Bidvest Car Rental has offices both in Windhoek City Centre and also at the International Airport – you are able 

to collect and drop your vehicle at either/both destinations to suit you 

Namibia Car Rental 

Excludes: Refundable vehicle deposit (N$2000); refundable camping equipment deposit (N$2,000); contract fee 

N$75/rental; fuel, overdue rental admin fee N$550; claim admin fee; fines and fine handling fee  N$250/incident;  

sand, water and undercarriage damage;  tyre sidewall damage insurance N$75; cross border permits to Botswana, 

South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe - N$550; Young driver (main driver should be 25 years) N$100/day; baby/booster 

seat N$450/rental; one way fees;  tow in /recovery service if not mechanical; lost key call out fee N$8/km; GPS rental 

N$95/day; additional airport transfers (1 free of charge each way); unscheduled late/early delivery/collection fee 

within 25km and outside normal office hours N$350; delivery/collection fee for vehicle at Windhoek International 

Airport N$400; car cleaning fee for excessive dirt N$990 or actual if more; refueling cost (actual); 12v compressor 

N$400/rental; first aid kit N$350/rental; fuel canister N$65; water canister N$65; fire extinguisher N$350; sat phone 

(usage approx N$25/min- client account) N$130/day; damage to equipment - renter account; camping tool set (spade, 

axe etc) - N$450/rental; sand mats / tracks - N$550/rental  

Note:  Namibia Car Rental has its office in Windhoek City Centre – they are able to provide airport transfers for you 

(inclusive of rates 1 x return transfer) 

Day 1:  Okaukuejo Campsite, Etosha National Park   
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Day Itinerary 

Collect your vehicle and meet with a Chameleon consultant who will go through your itinerary and answer any last-

minute questions you may have before leaving the city of Windhoek. The drive takes you north to Otjiwarongo and 

onto Outjo, where you can buy water and fresh supplies, before arriving at Anderson’s Gate, the entrance to the 

famous Etosha National Park. Enjoy your first game drive to the rest camp perhaps stopping at Ombika waterhole en 

route, later relax by the floodlit waterhole and see what game comes to drink. During the dry season, Okaukuejo 

waterhole is generally very active with hordes of animals wandering out of the bush to congregate to drink, as dust 

rises from hooves, and animals call across to each other, large herds of plains game such as springbok, zebra, 

wildebeest along with giraffe and kudu come to the fore. Around sunset it’s common for herds of elephant, as well as 

the endangered black rhino to enter the fray. Lion and other predators are, of course, frequent visitors as well. 

Overnight camping only; all meals will be at client’s expense.   

Consultant Notes 

Recommend an early morning flight if arriving on same day or ideally arrive a day before as this is a 5hrs drive from 

the city plus 45mins from airport, in addition you need to allow time to collect vehicle 

 

The Etosha National Park is Namibia's premier game viewing experience, situated in the north of Namibia and in the 

heart of the park is Etosha Pan - a chalky, white depression covering an area of 5000sq kilometres. Vegetation ranges 

from dense bush to open plains attracting a diversity of wildlife including one of the largest growing populations of 

black rhino in the world. Look out for endangered species including cheetah and lesser-known black-faced impala, 

along with herds of elephants, lion, hyena and leopard. Antelope species range from kudu, oryx, wildebeest and 

springbok - in fact there's 114 species of mammals, along with around 340 species of birds. Dry season guarantees 

sightings at waterholes and the main rest camps have floodlit waterholes to ensure endless viewing. Within the park 

are several public rest camps catering for budget to mid-range level of accommodation. There are several smaller 

establishments on the outskirts of the park on private land offering a more intimate and comprehensive experience. 

All of these establishments offer excellent value for money. 

 

Overnight: Okaukuejo Campsite   

Okaukuejo is located 17 km from the southern entrance of the park Anderson Gate, is the oldest tourist camp in Etosha 

and functions as the administrative centre of the park and home to the Etosha Ecological Institute. It is situated at the 

western end of the Etosha Pan in the south section, facilities include a restaurant, bar, shop, swimming pool, and kiosk. 

Wifi available (extra charge). The main attraction of this camp is the floodlit permanent waterhole where a wide 

diversity of wildlife congregate and interact from lion to rhino to elephant and antelope. The spectacle starts at dawn, 

with animals coming in large numbers to quench their thirst and continues throughout the day until late at night. In 

the early evenings, it is not uncommon to have black rhino, elephant and lion all drinking at the same time. The 

campsites are located near to the waterhole and along the boundary fence. Some smaller sites are set on a concrete 

base near the shared ablution and washing/kitchen facilities, with others a little further away. There is an electric point 

on most.  
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Day 2:  Halali Campsite, Etosha National Park   
 

Day Itinerary 

This morning recommend you rise early to be out for sunrise to start your morning game drive; this is an exceptional 

time to view the game inside Etosha as the animals, like us, are more active in the cooler parts of the day.  Enjoy more 

game driving, sitting by the waterholes and observing the behaviour of the animals and birds and discovering the park, 

or sitting and relaxing at camp. Overnight camping only; all meals will be at client’s expense.       

 

Overnight: Halali Campsite   

In an otherwise flat area Halali Campsite is perched between a few hills and koppies. Thicker vegetation makes this 

popular with leopard, rhino and elephant. Situated halfway between Namutoni and Okaukuejo, the Halali Campsite is 

centrally located in close proximity of some of the most popular waterholes of the Etosha National Park. A short walk 

will take you to the camp’s floodlit waterhole with excellent day and night game viewing. ‘Halali’ is the German word 

for the traditional ending of a hunt. The campsite signifies the end of game hunting and the rise of eco-tourism in 

Namibia. Halali offers active guests the largest pool in the park and its strategic location between Namutoni and 

Okaukuejo makes it a great stopover for lunch, ice cream, a cool drink or just petrol. There are a number of campsites 

located around shared ablution blocks and most sites have an electric point and braai pit.  Please note that there is 

little grass so it can get dusty here but the waterhole is generally good. 

 
 

Day 3:  Namutoni Campsite, Etosha National Park   
 

Day Itinerary 

Continue with game drives across the park to Namutoni - stop en-route at Etosha Pan - a huge ancient lake which can 

be seen from space!  Overnight camping with meals at own expense 
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Overnight: Namutoni Campsite   

Built close to an old German Fort, Namutoni Campsite has a unique atmosphere. From the walls of the fort you can 

enjoy an elevated view of the King Nehale waterhole allowing for great game viewing without leaving the camp. 

Namutoni is situated in the eastern part of Etosha National Park and is accessible via the Von Lindequist Gate. Its close 

proximity to Fisher’s Pan makes it a hotspot for birders particularly during the rainy season when migrants such as 

blue crane visit. The camping area has generously spaced sites with plug point, light, braai facility and communal 

ablutions on either side of the campsite. Guests have access to the swimming pool, waterhole, restaurant, bar etc 

 
 

Optional 

Etosha Pan 

 

Etosha Pan 

Aeons ago, Etosha Pan was the bed of a vast lake; today what remains is a glittering, silvery-green salt pan that 

stretches across roughly 5000 square kilometres. Etosha is protected by the Etosha Pan National Park surrounded by 

savannah plains and woodlands supporting large herds of elephants. When dry, the pan sustains little life except for 

the algae that gives it its distinctive colour, and migratory birds that use it as a pit stop, but with heavy rain it becomes 

a shallow lake (east side) where flamingos breed, pelicans wade and feed, and a variety of mammal species come to 

quench their thirst, including predators such as hyena, lion, cheetah, and leopards along with rhinos, and antelopes. 

 
 

Day 4:  Departure   
 

Day Itinerary 

Today, depending on your onward travel plans, you can game drive before exiting the park through the Von Lindequist 

gate and returning to Windhoek in time to drop off your rental vehicle and to continue with your onward travel 

arrangements (no flights prior to late afternoon/early evening please). End of services.  

(Approx 6-7hours from gate plus game drive to Windhoek, you will need to also allow time to drop off vehicle.)   
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Consultant Notes 

As with all car hire companies if you have an accident and they prove you were negligent– for example - speeding then 

the zero excess becomes void and you are liable. You will complete the contract and discuss any extras with the car 

rental company upon collection of the vehicle – please check the vehicle carefully as you are responsible for it 

thereafter. If you have any problems with the car whilst you are on the road please contact them directly.  All car 

rentals will require you to provide your passport, driving licence (written in English or an international licence), as well 

as supply a credit card for the refundable deposit.  Fully equipped vehicles are provided with 1 or 2 roof tents (as 

indicated above, along with full camping equipment – essentially all you will need for day to day travelling including 

table/chairs; and general kitchen/cooking equipment. A GPS is often available by the car rental companies (at clients 

own expense), however, we do find that due to our road network system (and small population), it is not normally 

required, we realize this is a personal preference and are happy to pre-book for you.  Outside of major towns/cities 

please do not drive on gravel road around/after sunset.   

Travel times:  When we give travel times in the itinerary please note these are a guideline and perhaps will only in one 

brief stop travelling at average speed – some clients will drive slower or stop multiple times enjoying longer breaks 

and therefore journeys will take longer.  We recommend most days when travelling onto another destination to leave 

after breakfast to allow plenty of time to arrive in plenty of time and enjoy the location 

Please note that this quote is based on the availability of both camping/ vehicle and on the understanding that no trip 

has been booked.  Should we need to use alternative camping/trip the price and itinerary is subject to change 

Namibia is an incredible country to visit but please remember that we are in Africa and that not all standards are the 

same as you would get in Europe or other first world countries.  To the majority of our clients, that is part of the appeal 

of travelling to destinations such as ours.  If you are not comfortable with new challenges then you may wish to 

consider other companies or destinations.  

Money: The currency in Namibia is the Namibia Dollar, which is fixed to and equals the South African Rand on a 1-1 

basis.  The dollar and SA Rand are the only legal tender in Namibia and both are used freely, however the Nam dollar 

is not legal tender in South Africa and we recommend that you exchange your money prior to departing Namibia 

Credit Cards: Visa and MasterCard are generally accepted in shops and restaurants in towns and many lodges.  Use of 

credit cards may incur an additional fee.  Occasionally lines may be down and services not available particularly in 

remote destinations and payment will need to be in cash 

Cash: South African rand can be purchased in advance. The Namibia dollar is not an international currency and 

therefore can only be obtained in country. Cash is available at ATM machines using credit card and pin number. There 

is FX bureau upon arrival at International Airport for those arriving by air and can be worth obtaining prior to arriving 

in city.  

It is customary to tip in Namibia, usually, around 10% at restaurants.  

Safety:  As with every destination safety tips needs to be adhered to; we strongly recommend you use a safe in a 

hotel/lodge or lock up your valuables when you are not in the room; when in a vehicle do not leave valuables on 

display but tucked away and out of sight.  It is also better to have copies of passports, money; cards etc split between 

travellers so if anything unexpected happens and a bag is lost or stolen then other funds/cards are available, you may 

also wish to consider using a money belt/neck wallet.  We suggest you leave valuable jewellery at home – you won’t 

need it while travelling. A padlock for your luggage is also recommended. 

Booking & payment: When you have decided on a trip a booking form will need to be completed, signed and returned 

to us and we will enquire regarding availability and advise you. Once we have taken deposit, a confirmation is sent to 

you, advising you of the services agreed and booked. Payment is due approximately 6 weeks (sometimes 8 weeks 

depending on the supplier) prior to departure.  Exchange 4 free, bank transfers and MasterCard/Visa are all accepted 
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forms of payment but please ensure there are sufficient funds and your bank is aware of the transaction about to take 

place (if you are paying via credit card), in this day and age many banks will withhold money as a safeguard against 

fraud and this delay can be critical particularly if you are booking at short notice.  Please also allow for payment to 

process and if paying via bank transfer to include all bank fees, note we are unable to confirm bookings/trip until funds 

have cleared into our account, any delay may see a cancellation in your trip and booking released.   

Weather: Please note that in winter evenings and nights in particular can be very cold we recommend layered clothing 

– day time temps can be 25°C so t-shirts and shorts is great for then but thermals are very useful for evenings/night.  

Summer temperatures can exceed 40°C but also bring our rainy season so a lightweight rain jacket is handy, as with 

most places layering is the most recommended way of clothing – please ensure you pack your clothes in plastic bags 

and ensure cameras/electrical equipment is suitably protected. More information is available in pre- departure 

information 

Climate: The African sun is very strong. Please use a factor 30 sunscreen and wear a hat. You should drink at least 3 

litres of water per day to avoid dehydration. It can also get very cold during winter months on this route 

Electrical: plugs are 220V and are 3 pin (round pin as opposed to square pin).  Adaptors can be purchased in Windhoek 

and most international airports; they are the same as South Africa if you are shopping in home country or at airport. 

Some lodges will also offer 2pin sockets or adaptors but please do not rely on this, it is much better to bring your own. 

It is possible to re-charge batteries at camps but clients must be responsible for security of their possessions and note 

that not all campsites will have electric points so consider bringing a charger for the vehicle  

Insurance: It is essential that you purchase comprehensive personal travel insurance before you embark on your 

holiday, medical insurance is insufficient. Travel insurance is for your own protection and should include evacuation; 

we also recommend full cover for baggage loss etc and consider it to be an essential part of modern international 

travel. Some operators we work with will request seeing a copy of this documentation before the start of your trip so 

please ensure you have this on hand. We recommend www.worldnomads.com as an insurance option. If you have 

credit card insurance – please contact your bank for these details prior to arriving in-country.  If you are uncertain 

whether this is enough please contact us when you book to ensure you have adequate cover 

Health: Namibia is a low risk malarial destination but we recommend that seek professional medical advice to enable 

you to make decisions on personal malaria protection.  Note that Etosha is considered a malaria region (low risk) 

particularly during rainy season though most areas further south (from Okonjima south are regarded malarial free).  

No vaccinations are required by law for the countries being visited on this tour though we recommend clients are up 

to date with vaccinations of TB, hepatitis, polio etc 

Water: All tap water in Namibia has been purified or comes directly from boreholes and is safe to drink.  Tap drinking 

water is generally safe to drink but bottled mineral water is easily available at shops and rest camps should you prefer 

to drink this, at some lodges it is provided 

Visas: The onus is on the client to organize all visas required for clients prior to departure.  Please ensure that your 

passport is valid for at least six months after your scheduled departure date country of travel and has sufficient empty 

pages. If this is not the case, there is a danger of being turned away by the Immigration Service on arrival at the airport 

– assuming your airline has agreed to bring you and risk a fine in the first place.  The Company cannot be held liable 

for any necessary visas or other travel documents not held by the clients.  Please also note that if your passport 

requires a visa for the countries you visit and multiple entries if necessary, you will need to carry your passport with 

you during the trip 

Pre & Post Tour Accommodation:  If you require accommodation after your tour we can arrange this for you 
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Responsible Tourism: When we put together an itinerary for you, our aim is to try to ensure you have the experience 

of a lifetime, we strongly believe in low impact or positive impact tourism.  Furthermore, our responsibility to the 

country/ies you visit and the environment is to try our best to ensure that all benefit – whether that is a small, local 

operator, local community or conservation programme. Your itinerary may include visits a “local community/village” 

which will enable you to directly assist and barter for a piece of jewellery; perhaps overnight at a locally-owned 

campsite or lodge; maybe a local guide takes you to a place of interest or site; or visit an organization set up to protect 

endangered animals and species that occur naturally in the country. We will give you an insight into these initiatives 

but if you want more information please ask. Note that these initiatives vary according to the region travelled and 

what is available), remember your safety and enjoyment is also of paramount importance so we will not for example, 

use a camp site located in a place we consider unsuitable.  Please also follow some of the notes we issue in our pre-

departure information to minimize the effects of negative tourism on local cultures (respect for others and their beliefs 

etc). Generally, we prefer not to use large, international hotel chains as much of the revenue leaves the country but 

again, should you prefer this option we are happy to oblige.  

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Tel: +264 61 309387 Fax: + 264 61 220885 
Email – info@chameleonholidays.com  Web - www.chameleonholidays.com 

Skype- chameleon.holidays   Facebook – Chameleon Holidays 


